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PREFACE

In early 2008, NAA engaged iMedia Advisory Services to develop a financial-model scenario for 
newspapers in 2017.  Based on their projections of current newspaper financial data and marketplace 
trends, iMedia concluded that the newspaper franchise could be very vibrant, given meaningful strate-
gic and operational changes.

This initiative is not intended to provide a definitive projection of a newspaper P&L over the next 10 
years.  Rather, it is intended to offer a scenario for financial success based on a set of assumptions 
about revenue opportunities, product strategies and cost savings for the industry.  

A team of newspaper executives helped vet this analysis and provided feedback along the way.  
There were concerns that some of the projections were too optimistic and recommendations too risky.  
For this initiative, we ask that you not get too hung up on the financial projections – they are intended 
to be mostly illustrative.  A companion spreadsheet will allow newspapers under 200,000 circulation to 
run financial scenarios based on their own financials and market conditions.  The charts in this report 
are also availabe in a PowerPoint file at http://www.naa.org/docs/Advertising/Financial_Model/Respositioning_for_Future_Charts.ppt 

But we do ask that you think expansively about business opportunities and transformative shifts 
that will re-position the newspaper franchise for future growth.  Accept that the current business model 
– sources of revenue, product strategies, cost structures -- will not sustain the franchise long-term. 
Embrace recommendations from NAA and other organizations and thought leaders about how to 
engage audiences across media channels and generate revenue from non-traditional sources.  Chal-
lenging times require bold actions.

We would like to thank iMedia Advisory Group for their comprehensive analysis and for sharing 
their experiences from international markets.  We would also like to thank Inland Press Associa-
tion for generously providing access to cost and revenue data for this analysis. And, finally, we 
would like to thank the newspaper executives who provided invaluable feedback on the analysis and 
recommendations. 

Randy Bennett
SVP, Business Development
NAA
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Based on analysis of current market trend 
data, as well as extensive analysis of newspaper 
data provided by Inland Press Association from 
their annual Cost and Revenue Study, iMedia esti-
mated that a 50,000-circulation newspaper could, 
by 2017, increase profitability by more than 50 
percent if it adopts new strategies, including:

1. Focusing more investments on marketing 
services businesses

While the focus of most media owners has 
been on the performance of “above-the-line” 
advertising, the real growth in marketing expen-
ditures has been in “below-the-line” or “direct” 
media. Twenty years ago, advertising accounted 
for 70 percent of total marketing expenditures. 
Today it accounts for less than 40 percent. 
Advertisers are not abandoning newspapers for 
other forms of advertising. They are choosing 
alternative, more direct forms of marketing. This 
trend has been going on for 30 years, and the 
emergence of digital media, as an extension of 
this trend, is accelerating the need for newspaper 
companies to change their business model. 

Setting a target of attracting a quarter of one 
percent of marketing service revenues per year, 
could result in a 38 percent increase in profits 
over ten years.

2. Increasing copy prices (particularly for sub-
scription copies) at the rate of inflation

U.S. newspapers are the cheapest in the 
world, relative to the wealth of their readership. 
Cover prices have fallen by two thirds in real 
terms over the last forty years and relative to the 
growth in the economy they have quartered. 

Publishers are understandably insecure about 
raising prices fearing accelerated circulation 
declines, particularly for single copy.  Examination 
of pricing in other markets suggests that news-
papers are able to increase their cover price in 
line with inflation, without any additional adverse 
impact on circulation. In fact, those countries with 
the highest levels of price increase are those with 
the best performances in circulation!

MANAGEMENT SUMMARY

While the newspaper industry faces up to 
perhaps the toughest financial environment in its 
history, the long-term prospects for the industry 
are optimistic, according to financial projections 
by European-based consulting company iMedia 
Advisory Services Ltd.

In planning for the future, however, the news-
paper industry has to accept the reality of the 
marketplace today.  While some of the current 
financial pain newspapers are experiencing is 
cyclical, the reality is that during economic down-
turns, many advertisers seek alternative marketing 
strategies and don’t return to newspapers at the 
same level as before the decline.  While newspa-
per revenue used to track with the GDP, today that 
is no longer the case.

As a result, newspapers are actually losing 
advertisers faster than they are losing readers, 
in the range of 5 percent to 8 percent per year.  
Most newspapers, however, are more focused on 
revenue goals rather than advertiser retention and 
acquisition.  Cutting sales staff during the down-
turns exacerbates the decline in the number of 
advertisers served.

Circulation declines for the core product will 
continue, particularly for marginal readers, as 
audience segments move to the products and 
platforms most relevant to their interests and life-
styles and as competition intensifies. 

And despite strong growth in newspaper 
digital audiences and revenue, the imbalance 
between print and online revenue will persist.  
However, forward thinking newspaper companies 
may find that the growth of online will exceed the 
decline in print, with higher margins, in three to 
five years.

Repositioning for Future Growth

If newspapers accept the inevitable declines 
in the current model, they will be better positioned 
to restructure their organizations and prepare for 
future growth, albeit as a smaller organization.
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By fixing circulation prices to inflation, news-
papers can generate an additional $2 billion in 
profitability.

3. Focus on Advertiser Acquisition and 
Retention

In general, fewer and fewer advertising depart-
ments today focus on the detail behind their 
advertising revenues. As a consequence, advertis-
er counts are plummeting. Remaining advertisers 
are buying larger advertisements and paying more 
for every inch they buy. 

Few newspapers have adequate processes 
in place to measure this, and fewer have target-
ing or remuneration systems that respond to the 
problem.

A primary objective for every newspaper must 
be to implement a process to halt advertiser 
attrition.

4. Advance Cost Savings

As newspapers re-structure for the future, 
operating costs will have to continue to be 
reduced in line with the changes in the new 
newspaper company. 

A potential operating strategy is for news-
paper companies to anticipate the restructuring 
that is underway and advance the cost savings 
that will inevitably take place. By moving forward 
the scale of operational savings by one year, it 
is calculated that this would have an impact of 
improving annual profitability by an average of 6.5 
percent a year. 

5. Leverage Emerging Platforms

Newspapers’ digital efforts have resulted in 
steady revenue growth: the industry’s share of 
total online digital and classified advertising has 
grown from 28.7 percent in 2004 to 40.4 percent 
in 2007, according to NAA and Interactive Adver-
tising Bureau figures. 

For this scenario exercise, iMedia forecast 
growth of digital revenue, starting in 2012, at 10.3 
percent a year, which would deliver profitability 

that is greater than the loss in print, in current 
terms (though not in real terms). 

NAA will be drilling down on these recommen-
dations throughout 2009 with initiatives including:

A McKinsey & Co. report on alternative 1. 
sales channels, focusing on retail telesales 
and self-service
A series of executive brainstorming ses-2. 
sions on re-structuring sales, content 
development and operations to position 
newspapers for growth
Reports on issues such as integrated 3. 
content management and circulation price 
elasticity.
Sessions at mediaXchange and the NAA 4. 
Annual Convention focusing on reposition-
ing the newspaper enterprise.

For more information on this initiative, please 
contact Randy Bennett, NAA senior vice presi-
dent/business development, at 571-366-1035 or 
randy.bennett@naa.org.
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1 Overview

2008 is not a good year to be predicting 
where the media is going. The recent “credit 
crunch” has thrown the world’s financial markets 
into turmoil, and with it many of newspapers’ key 
revenue streams -- real estate, automotive and 
recruitment advertising, in particular. 

The U.S. newspaper industry is at a cross-
roads. One route, widely and wrongly reported, is 
that the industry is in terminal decline, 
reflected in disproportionate falls in 
company valuations. That view is not 
shared by the authors of this report 
or by the Newspaper Association 
of America who commissioned this 
project. These current cyclical implica-
tions should not be allowed to cloud 
the long term opportunities and threats 
for the newspaper industry, which is 
undergoing radical structural change. 

As this project’s conclusions have 
been presented to many of the indus-
try’s most innovative thinkers and 
leaders, many people have seemed sur-
prised by its optimistic findings. There 
are many positive opportunities ahead 
for the U.S. newspaper industry. 

The mood of the American news-
paper industry is much more depressed 
than is justified. Newspaper companies can have 
a strong future. But aggressive actions need to 
be taken. This will require a greater willingness to 
change strategically, culturally and operationally, 
across the industry. 

2 Today’s Newspaper Company in 2017

Left on its current trajectory, the newspaper 
industry, with continuing declines in circulation 
and a shrinking advertiser base in 2017 could be 
around a third smaller: 

Circulations could be down by around a fifth.• 
Print advertising revenues could drop by a • 
third.
The page count might halve as publishers • 

continue to scale back the traditional print 
product. 
Forward thinking newspaper companies may • 
find that the growth of online will exceed the 
decline in print, with higher profit margins, in 
around three to five years time.
Newspapers could still achieve “reasonable” • 
margins of profitability, but at a lower base. 
Other newspapers will struggle to survive • 
against an increasing range of new local and 
national competition. Many will be swallowed 
up by more agile peers.

2.1  Circulation

Circulation will inevitably continue to decline. 
Larger newspapers will continue to exhibit higher 
rates of decline than smaller ones. Rates of cir-
culation decline will accelerate, driven by lifestyle 
and generational changes. 

In the case of daily newspapers, those with 
circulation of more than 150,000 are losing cir-
culation at more than 3 percent a year. Smaller 
newspapers (with circulation around 30,000) are 
losing circulation at less than 2 percent. 

Sunday newspapers are suffering greater 
levels of decline, with the biggest newspapers 
losing nearly 4 percent and smaller Sundays are 
losing between 1.5 percent and 2.0 percent.

  1Source: iMedia analysis of a range of sources.
    2Real figures have inflation removed.
  3Figures rounded to nearest whole number.
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 In addition, at a macro level, the rate of 
decline in circulation has a direct, measur-
able impact on the rate of decline of advertising 
share.4 

Publishers must continue to examine improved 
methods of reader attraction and conversion, real-
izing that readership is highest when people are 
youngest, and that reading declines as readers 
get older.

While digital strategies are clearly 
paying off in terms of audience growth, 
many newspapers have not yet aban-
doned print as a platform to attract 
younger readers, although the format 
and model is usually different than for 
the traditional product.

Alternative distribution strategies 
around the world are attracting new 
readers and target groups:

Red Eye in Chicago, aimed initially at • 
attracting a younger audience is one 
example of this.

Die Welt, a subscription broadsheet • 
in Germany, now produces Welt 
Kompact, a street selling tabloid 
aimed at young people.

The Daily Record, Scotland’s leading 
tabloid newspaper, launched Record PM, 
which is distributed free to commuters 
in the evening, and again is success-
fully attracting new readers, while also 
expanding the newspaper’s coverage for 
advertisers.

Across Europe free dailies now 
account for more than 20 percent of 
total newspaper distribution, and in 
many countries overall newspaper read-
ership is rising. Across European cities 
the number of 14-24’s who read a free 
daily is 60 percent higher than those 
who read a paid for copy.7

 
2.2 Circulation Pricing

U.S.  newspapers are the cheapest in 
the world, relative to the wealth of their 
readership. Cover prices have fallen by 
two thirds in real terms over the last 
forty years and, relative to the growth in 
the economy they have quartered. 

 
As chart 2 shows, relative to the 

value of the economy, newspaper rev-
enues per copy today are approximately 
a third of what they were 40 years ago8.

  4Source: iMedia analysis of national level industry data. World Press Trends.
    5Source: iMedia analysis. NAA data.
  6Source: iMedia analysis of NAA Simmons and Scarborough readership data.

7Source: Gallup TNS, Metro International.

Chart 1: Daily Newspaper Circulation TrendsChart 1: Daily Newspaper Circulation TrendsChart 1: Daily Newspaper Circulation Trends
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U.S. publishers are understandably insecure 
about pricing fearing accelerated circulation 
declines, particularly for single copy.  Exami-
nation of pricing in other markets suggests 
that newspapers are able to increase cover 
price in line with inflation, without any addi-
tional adverse impact on circulation. In fact 
those countries with the highest levels of price 
increase are those with the best performances 
in circulation!

In addition, circulation price increases don’t 
have to be implemented across the board.  In 
other words, some audience segments 
may be more “elastic” than others, sug-
gesting that some subscribers can tol-
erate aggressive price increases while 
others would accept smaller hikes.

Newspaper executives do have a 
legitimate concern about the risk of 
accelerated circulation declines impact-
ing advertising sales, where mass audi-
ence still matters to some.  But most 
advertisers, even insert advertisers, are 
in search of quality (i.e. targeted) audi-
ence over undifferentiated mass.  The 
ability to deliver that quality audience 
comes with higher premiums, potential-
ly offsetting the declines in the number 
of units delivered or eyeballs reached.

Given the potential value of adopting 
more aggressive pricing strategies, a main 
recommendation of this report is that the 
industry and individual publishers at least 
invest in price experimentation and elastic-
ity modelling regarding subscription and 
alternative payment systems for single 
copies.

If U.S. publishers simply tagged cover 
prices to inflation, it would potentially add 
$2 billion to industry profitability and, the 
authors believe, it would have little further 
adverse effect on circulation.

2.3 Advertising

It can no longer be assumed that adver-
tising spending has closely followed the country’s 
general economic health.  Over time, advertising, 
generally, and newspaper advertising in particular, 
are decoupling from the economic cycle, and this 
is particularly severe currently. 

Newspaper advertising variances are moving 
away from GDP at an incremental rate of around 
28 percent of the rate of GDP per year. In 2007, 
newspaper print advertising revenues were 11 
percent down from where they should have been 
had they followed the growth of the economy. 

7Source: Gallup TNS, Metro International.
8In the absence of tracking of cover prices, the project utilised circulation revenue figures 
from the NAA. While it is assumed that these roughly correlate to pricing, there are likely to 
have been changes in external commissions and charges which could affect the relationship 
between gross cover price, and revenues received by the company.

Chart 2: Circulation Revenue Relative to GDP

Chart 3: Advertising vs. GDPChart 3: Advertising vs. GDP

Chart 2: Circulation Revenue Relative to GDP
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Chart 3 shows how over the years the rela-
tionship between newspaper advertising variance 
and that of GDP has been shifting negatively. 
Newspapers can no longer expect their print rev-
enues to track with GDP.  

The above chart also shows newspaper rev-
enues vary relative to inflation. In the future, print 
revenues are unlikely to grow in line with inflation.

Against these forecasts, the good news is 
that newspapers are making headway in terms 
of increasing their digital advertising revenues 
(despite some transitory blips), and for many 
publishers these revenues, and their consequen-
tial profitability, will compensate for print declines 
over time.

One key issue for newspapers is that they 
are losing advertisers faster than they are losing 

readers, and in particular are losing those 
advertisers who would be particularly attract-
ed to a digital offering.

There are two reasons for this:

The first is that during downturns – as 
the industry is experiencing currently – 
advertisers cut back on advertising spending 
and explore alternative marketing strategies.

The second is that newspaper com-
panies, facing revenue declines, cut sales 
resources and then do not have the capacity 
to attract lapsed and new advertisers when 
the economy recovers. 

iMedia’s observation is that fewer and 
fewer advertising departments today focus 
on the detail behind the revenues. As a con-
sequence, advertiser counts are plummeting, 
typically by around 5 percent to 8 percent a 
year.10 And remaining advertisers are buying 
larger advertisements and paying more for 
every inch they buy. 

Few newspapers have adequate pro-
cesses in place to measure this, and fewer 
have targeting or remuneration systems that 
respond to the problem.

A primary objective for every newspa-
per must be to implement a process to halt 
advertiser attrition through three steps:

Newspaper companies must retain sales • 
resources to preserve revenues and 
support alternative product initiatives. If 
they don’t they will see further erosions of 
their client base and share of revenue as 
they move through the current cycle.

Sales executives should focus more on • 
attracting advertisers of all sizes, cat-
egories and channel demands rather 
than maximizing revenue from traditional 
customers.

Alternative products must be created that • 
appeal to the advertiser groups that are 
being lost.

  9Source: iMedia analysis. NAA data
    

  10iMedia analysis of publisher statistics

Chart 4: Newspaper Advertising vs. InflationChart 4: Newspaper Advertising vs. Inflation
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2.4  Digital

Undoubtedly the biggest opportunity and threat 
to newspapers in the future is the emergence of 
digital media. Those countries with the highest 
level of internet penetration are also showing the 
sharpest declines in print advertising revenue. 

The challenge is to ensure that those drifting 
revenues are retained by the newspaper company.

After a slow start, newspaper companies 
have successfully recovered their share of digital 
display and classified advertising and, since 
2004, newspapers’ share of online display and 
classified has steadily grown from 28.7 percent 
to 40.4 percent.

 

However, against all forms of online adver-
tising – which includes search, video, and 
so-called rich media and lead generation11  – 
newspaper share has declined slightly, from 16.1 
percent to 14.9 percent. 

Newspaper companies should obviously 
continue to focus on retaining and growing their 
share of their traditional markets. However, the 
lesson from this analysis is that newspaper 
companies must also move aggressively into the 
major growth areas of digital advertising, in par-
ticular, local search and video advertising. 

iMedia’s forecast for growth in online rev-
enues is 10.8 percent in 2010, declining to 9.4 
percent in 2017. This is relatively modest com-
pared to most other analysts’ forecasts, and takes 
no account of the enormous potential, and indeed 
strategic imperative, for newspapers to move 
aggressively into the local and locational search 
arenas. Even a small increase in acceleration 
of digital revenues will enable many newspaper 
companies to compensate for their print losses, 
with stronger digital profit growth.

The forecasts in this report are not as optimis-
tic as those produced by the Interactive Advertis-
ing Bureau. But even a small improvement upon 
the report’s forecasts will be enough for many 
newspapers to reach a point of inflection, where 

digital profitability growth is greater in real 
terms than the decline in print – perhaps 
around 2011-12.  Unfortunately, this is 
not enough for newspapers to continue 
to maintain a dominant position in the 
overall communications and entertainment 
sectors. 

 
Many digital pure plays – Yahoo, 

Google – are making major investments 
in “local search,” anticipating the upcoming 
emergence of mobile and wireless services 
and this must be a priority for newspaper 
companies who are best placed to domi-
nate the local digital franchise. 

2.5 Mobile and Wireless

Mobile is becoming the second digital 
revolution for newspapers. For example, 

in February 2007 the New York Times mobile 
services achieved 500,000 page impressions a 
month. By February 2008, this figure had risen to 
14 million. Four factors are driving the revolution: 

The first is the developments in mobile • 
devices. Phones such is Apple’s iPhone 
and Google’s G-Phone are revolutionizing 
the value of the mobile interface. So called 
reading tablets such as the Iliad and Amazon’s 
Kindle are making reading on the move easier. 

 Second is ubiquitous wireless availability. • 
  10iMedia analysis of publisher statistics   11Definitions of the Interactive Advertising Bureau

Chart 5: Newspaper Share of Digital Revenue Chart 5: Newspaper Share of Digital Revenue 
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Every day free wireless access is available in 
more and more places. It is likely that wireless 
networks will increasingly determine mobile 
strategies and that given the bandwidth 
issues12 text-based media will enjoy some 
advantage over the emerging number of video 
and graphical players in the medium term.

The third factor has been cost. The stubborn • 
pricing policies of the networks have inhibited 
any real development of content and trans-
active services. Now the emergence of wire-
less services is creating a new generation of 
opportunities while challenging the networks 
on price.

The fourth issue is proximity. GPS will provide • 
locational marketing opportunities. It is no 
coincidence that Yahoo and Google are 
investing in wireless services in U.S. cities. 
They realize that locational marketing is the 
future, built around local search, and the lever-
age of targeting communication to a person’s 
location. Such territory should be the local 
newspaper company’s domain.
 

2.6 Format, Page Counts and Materials

The secret for successful printed newspapers 
in the future is to do less, better:

 
In page counts: reflecting shifting advertis-• 
ing revenues, but also the reality that readers 
don’t have the time to read 100 pages

In format: reflecting the demand from readers • 
for smaller page sizes, while satisfying objec-
tives to reduce paper volumes

In circulation: reflecting more discerning • 
(though not necessarily declining) readership. 

Many industry players believe the printed 
newspaper will somehow become more elite, 
appealing to a smaller, but more discerning, audi-
ence. This has significant implications for both 
content quality and production quality. With the 
internet and TV claiming the ground of breaking 
news, printed newspapers will become increas-
ingly like magazines, presenting argument, detail 
and analysis. And such moves may be very 

appealing to advertisers who increasingly are 
questioning the ability of broadcast media to 
deliver quality audiences en-masse. 

Lower levels of advertising – with classified 
down by more than 50 percent and display down 
in real terms – will result in lower page counts. 
The smallest newspapers (fewer than 5,000 
copies) typically produce around 20 pages an 
issue. Major dailies (more than 200,000 copies) 
produce around 100 pages, though page numbers 
vary enormously across the week. 

Reduced paging will prove to be a benefit in 
terms of product perception, rather than a nega-
tive factor, as long as the issue of quotas and 
perceived value is addressed. 

Which is the better perceived value?

100 pages, with much of the content dictated • 
by the nature of the advertising, which the 
reader has neither the time nor the inclination 
to plough their way through? 

36 pages of high quality, relevant editorial and • 
advertising which the reader can fit into their 
25-minute daily window?

The European experience with free daily news-
papers is instructive. Typically a paid-for news-
paper of an average of 48 to 60 pages produced 
by perhaps 100 journalists is read for around 30 
minutes by 2.6 readers per copy. A free daily of 
between 20 and 36 pages produced by 10 to 12 
journalists is read for around 20 minutes, by 2.5 
readers per copy. The reading time per page for 
the free daily is 20 percent higher. The reading 
time per journalist is over five fold.

In reality, larger paged days will fall more and 
the smaller days will remain relatively consis-
tent; not a bad thing from a reader’s perception. 
Readers will continue to welcome the ongoing 
process of page size reduction. 

These changes will have a significant impact 
on the process of newspaper printing. 

The first will reflect current printing press • 
  12Many experts are forecasting that bandwidth and backbone resources will fail to keep up 

with the rise in internet and mobile usage.
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configurations. Web widths will narrow 
and broadsheet newspapers will appear 
in folded tabloid formats. Those com-
panies with presses with variable web 
widths may choose to widen the web and 
produce a tabloid format with a longer 
page. 

The second change will occur as publish-• 
ers seek new printing solutions. Whether 
these are in-house or outsourced, the 
decision to change printing capabilities 
brings forward an option to change format. 
An increasing number of publishers are 
using the opportunity of press replacement 
to move from broadsheet/tabloid format to 
so-called Berlinner/A4 formats. 

2.7 Operating Costs

It is clear that operating costs will have to 
continue to reduce in line with the changes 
in the new newspaper company. This report 
assumes the following changes:

Editorial
The costs of editorial will reflect the overall 

revenues of the print and digital newspaper 
company, with resources shifting increasingly 
to digital. Considerable savings can still be 
made in editorial production and automation.

Commercial 
Costs in advertising, circulation and 

distribution will reflect the shifts in rev-
enues in these areas. 

Operations
Operational costs will decline in line 

with volume of the business, defined as 
a composite index of circulation volume 
x advertising revenue.13 Given opportu-
nities such as outsourcing and central-
ization, it should be possible to exceed 
these forecasts.

Materials
Expenditure is, as above, defined by the 

change in the volume of the business. It 
is anticipated that tonnage will continue to 
decline faster than the revenue base of the 

business but that prices will increase ahead of 
inflation, as paper manufacturers fight to maintain 
margins.

Digital
It is assumed that costs will rise at 50 percent 

of the rate of rise in revenues.

A potential operating strategy is for newspaper 
companies to anticipate the restructuring that is 
underway, and advance the cost savings that will 
inevitably take place. By moving forward the scale 
of operational savings by one year, it is calcu-
lated that this would have an impact of improving 
annual profitability by an average of 6.5 percent 
per year.  

The example below shows the impact of such 
a strategy on a typical 50,000 copy newspaper.  

As the below table demonstrates, proactive 
small actions against what are largely inevitable 
trends can have a significant impact on profitabil-
ity, in this case increasing profit variance from 0.5 
percent to 10 percent between now and 2012. Of 
course such decisions are painful, culturally and 
structurally, but many of them are sadly inevitable 
and their advancement can only help the future 
survival of the business. 

  13This composite index calculation proves to be the most accurate barometer of newsprint 
consumption over time.
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3 The Local Marketing Services Company

The most plausible vision of the successful 
future newspaper company is one that not only 
provides content and advertising services in print 
and digital, but evolves into a total local market-
ing services business.  The provision of news and 
information is the spider’s web that both attracts 
and holds its consuming customers (those of us 
who read, view, listen to, or “use” the media) and 
communicating customers (those who use media 
to reach out to other people). The latter is largely 
companies’ marketing expenditures, but private 
individuals also communicate with others and 
many pay to do so. 

 Today newspapers account for 9 percent of 
all marketing expenditure and only 7 percent of all 
media consumption spending (the amount con-
sumers pay for media).14 There is a lot to play for.  

The emergence of digital media may be a new 
phenomenon, but in fact its appeal to advertis-
ers is a logical extension of the ongoing trend 
from “Mass” communication to “Direct”, now 

“Interactive” and, in the future, “Transactive”. 
 Newspapers must continue to be the gate-

keepers of the local marketing and communica-
tions franchise.  Such a position, if aggressively 
embraced and executed by newspaper execu-
tives at a local and national level, can dramati-
cally make-up for any declines in print.

While the focus of every media owner has 
been on the performance of “above-the-line” 
advertising, the real growth in marketing expen-
diture has been in “below-the-line” or “direct” 
media. Twenty years ago advertising accounted 
for 70 percent of total marketing expenditure. 
Today it accounts for less than 40 percent.15 

Together these activities account for an 
annual expenditure of more than $300 billion, 
more than 50 percent larger than the total 
value of advertising expenditure. And what is 
critical is that these marketing activities are 
mostly enacted locally. These are broadly 
defined as:

Direct Marketing
This includes telesales, direct mail, 
catalogues

Business to Business 
Including all forms of direct communication 
between businesses

Consumer Promotion
Including point of purchase promotion and 
in-store media, coupons, product sampling

Custom Publishing
Covering company customer magazines and 
newsletters, digital publications

Branded Entertainment 
Covering company events, promotional 
licensing and product placement

Public Relations  
Professional news management.

This evolution in marketing expenditure is 
the most misunderstood aspect of the ongoing 
loss of advertisers. Newspaper advertisers are 
not abandoning newspapers for other forms of 

  14Source: Veronis Suhler Stevenson   15Source: WPP. Veronis Suhler Stevenson

Chart 6: Growth in Marketing Expenditures Chart 6: Growth in Marketing Expenditures 
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advertising. They are choosing alternative, more 
direct forms of marketing. This trend has been 
going on for thirty years.

The current downturn in the economy is 
making newspapers particularly vulnerable, not 
because of the economic cycle but because of 
newspapers historical inability to recover from the 
cycle. 

At this specific point in time, it is essential 
that publishers examine how they can widen their 
service to local marketers (many of whom are no 
longer advertisers) and restructure their sales and 
marketing resources to achieve this. 

It is important to realize that the Internet is not 
simply affecting traditional media, but also affect-
ing direct media, and in many cases the very 
advertisers whose revenues we believe we are 
losing. 

Newspapers, which traditionally had 
a hold on local and personal transactions 
through classified, are uniquely vulnerable 
to this shifting trend. They are also uniquely 
well placed to exploit this shift through the 
strengths of their local brands and local con-
nections and communication with buyers and 
sellers.

Newspaper companies should set a target 
of attracting an incremental quarter of one 

percent of the marketing expenditure business by 
focussing on key elements of the industry that 
they can deliver effectively, with higher standards, 
through current resources. Such a move could 
deliver 38 percent additional profits in 2017. 

4 How Does It All Add Up?

For a newspaper with a current circulation 
of around 50,000 copies a day, what does it 
mean? In summary, by delivering the quantified 
initiatives shown above, profit levels could look 
as follows.

To summarize:

Print newspaper profits are set to fall, in • 
current prices by 29 percent
Digital profits will increase to nearly five • 
times their current levels
Total profits from traditional newspaper • 
activities will fall in real terms
By 2017, a newspaper of 50,000 copies • 
will deliver profits that are similar to those 
today in current terms but lower in real 
terms
However, identified, quantifiable initiatives in • 
this report can deliver the following addi-
tional profits by 2017:

Marketing services (by attracting 0.25 • 
percent of current revenues): $1.8 
million
Increasing cover price by inflation: • 
$1.1 million
Advancing necessary savings by 1 • 
year: $0.4 million

  15Source: WPP. Veronis Suhler Stevenson

Chart 7: Marketing Expenditures Chart 7: Marketing Expenditures 
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Such initiatives can increase overall prof-
itability by 53 percent to $8.5 million, 70 
percent higher than the current projection.

 This does not include the potential impact of 
additional initiatives such as:

Aggressive advertiser retention and acqui-• 
sition strategies
Value creation from versioning and print • 
product development
Cost cutting over and above the recom-• 
mended advancing of resource savings
Further cost cutting of newsprint• 

Critically it should be noted that from 2012, 
the forecast growth of digital revenues at 10.3 
percent a year, delivers profitability that is greater 
than the loss in print in current terms (though not 
in real terms). 

 

Chart 8: Impact on Newspaper Profits Chart 8: Impact on Newspaper Profits 
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GETTING TO THE FUTURE - THE 
PUBLISHER’S ACTION PLAN

So how should publishers respond, react and 
act from this report? 

1 Immediate Actions 

The following are steps that newspapers 
should address immediately at the operational 
level. 

1.1 Stop the Decline in Advertisers

Systems and measures of key performance 
indicators should be introduced immediately to 
halt the decline in the advertiser base. While this 
report has not set out to quantify the impact of 
advertiser retention, iMedia’s experience sug-
gests by targeting advertiser count as well as 
revenue can have a significant impact on certain 
categories. 

1.2 Inflation-Based Cover Pricing

Publishers should examine the impact of 
higher levels of cover price policies, supported 
by tracking measures and improved customer 
service. Below we recommend that the indus-
try undertakes some form of price elasticity 
modeling. 

1.3 Research and Cut Un-Valued Content

Large parts of newspapers are currently 
unread. With classified volumes likely to decline, 
so the numbers of pages produced will also come 
down. This means tough decisions on content 
and these should be based on detailed analysis of 
what readers’ priorities are. 

1.4 Marketing and Promotion

Newspapers are losing readership faster than 
they are losing readers, as consumers spend 
less time reading or read with less frequency. A 
standard of performance must be to increase the 
amount of promotion of future content. Such pro-
motion should also more closely link newspapers’ 

print and digital activities.
 

2  Strategic Steps

These are steps that the company should 
process through its strategic management level 
and annual business plans.

 
2.1 Adopt an Innovative Multi-Product 
Culture

In order to encourage growth and innovation, 
newspaper companies must establish a process 
and structure for development at three levels:

Management and structure: Without a spe-
cific function dedicated to new product develop-
ment, companies are unlikely to develop products 
quickly, because no one is in charge. In tomor-
row’s world, new product development will be as 
important a role within the company as editorial, 
finance or sales.

Separated criteria: New product development 
operates with different, but visible, criteria which 
are separate from core business profitability 
with different operating standards and short-term 
expectations and measurement processes.

Finance: Funding is required at three levels, 
first for researching ideas, second for funding 
of launches and third in terms of management 
incentives. Previous research by iMedia at differ-
ent newspaper companies reveals that one reason 
for the lack of innovation is that senior executives 
are targeted on short-term profitability and there is 
no differentiation between the success of the core 
business and the results of innovation. Therefore, 
they are very reluctant to launch new products 
and risk their profit-based incentives.

Dual incentive processes that reflect both the 
management of the core business and entre-
preneurial innovation in the new business are 
required. 

 
2.2 Develop New Content and Audience 
Models

Newspapers need to continue down the path 
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of serving targeted audience segments with 
content that is most relevant to and on a platform 
most used by that segment.  The path to deliver-
ing quality audiences to advertisers is through the 
aggregation of audiences across channels.

2.2.1 Innovate, Version and Repurpose new 
products 

Newspaper companies must become more 
adept at versioning and repurposing content to 
appeal to different target audiences, attracting 
new readers and delivering distinct audience seg-
ments to advertisers. 

Invest in new product development processes 
and expertise including research to build custom-
er insights and planning systems that facilitate the 
rapid development, deployment and evaluation of 
new print and digital products.

Understand where the largest pools of adver-
tising dollars are and who those advertisers want 
to reach to guide your product development 
strategies.

2.2.2  Be a Content Aggregator and 
“Syndicator” 

In a world of Yahoo! News and the Drudge 
Report, consumers are increasingly gravitating 
to destinations that provide a full complement of 
relevant and related content.  Newspapers should 
leverage their brand equity as a trusted source 
and filter the best content – regardless of who 
created it – and package that for consum-
ers.  That might include original content from the 
newspaper, commentary from a local blogger, a 
description in Wikipedia or a video clip from the 
local broadcast station. 

In addition to aggregating content, newspapers 
must be prepared to “syndicate” content to get 
in front of consumers wherever they are congre-
gating.  Newspapers must insert themselves into 
online social and business networks, distributing 
relevant content to those audiences, building the 
newspaper brand and redirecting consumers back 
to newspaper destinations.

2.2.3 Put Consumers in Control of the Content

Increasingly, consumers want both a trusted 
source to provide visibility on the most impor-
tant stories of the day (the “macro” view) and the 
ability to manipulate content in a way that serves 
their individual interests (the “micro” view).   That 
manipulation is in the form of various online tools 
including “social news” sites, RSS feeds, person-
alized Web pages and mobile alerts.

Newspapers need to be prepared to provide 
consumers with both macro and micro views.  
On the macro side, that includes traditional story 
placement on front pages and home pages, as 
well “most viewed” or “most e-mailed” stories.  
On the micro side, that could include mapping 
applications that allow users to hone in on activ-
ity in their neighbourhood, databases of public 
information that consumers can search through, 
multimedia storytelling that allows users to view 
video, audio, photo or text versions of important 
stories.

2.2.4  Invest in Integrated Content Manage-
ment Solutions

Inevitably, because newspaper publishing is 
the primary focus for most organizations, content 
and its management is a key issue. Again there 
is no single solution, but content creators must 
move culturally to the delivery of a wide range 
of content and social services, across different 
channels, within a single industrial solution.

Many newspapers in the U.S. and other 
markets remain editorially inefficient, with too 
many steps in the content management workflow. 
The industry must move from a print focussed 
mentality to a 24/7, multi-product environment, 
where the printed newspaper is one stop in the 
process. This will drive considerable efficiency 
into the newsroom through a realignment of work-
flow and create a better culture for new product 
development. 

24/7 publishing with more emphasis on break-
ing news and continuous publishing -- as well as 
content aggregation (from multiple sources) and 
syndication (out into networks of users) -- with 
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print products being a byproduct of the new 
continuous workflow will increase efficiency and 
effectiveness. 

For more on this topic, see section 3 below.

2.3 Focus on Multi-Faceted Marketing

Set a target to attract an incremental quarter of 
one percent of the marketing services industry a 
year. Research advertisers’ needs and current and 
future marketing practices. Identify which of these 
can be supplied more effectively by redirecting 
current resources.

Tomorrow’s newspaper company must 
become multi-faceted, providing a range of prod-
ucts across three dimensions: print, digital and 
marketing services. For newspaper companies to 
operate effectively in a multi-product, multi service 
environment, significant investment in training 
both the creative and sales operations is required. 

A key focus for the multi-product local mar-
keting business is to develop new business 
across the range of traditional categories– such 
as retail, jobs, homes, automotive – while also 
developing new products that focus on categories 
such as financial services, leisure and technology 
that form an increasing proportion of marketing 
expenditure. This requires “category champions” 
with a deep and detailed knowledge of each busi-
ness sector who continually work at a macro 
industry level to identify and implement new 
product initiatives.

Multi-product structures also require different 
approaches to brand management. 

Newspaper companies now have to compete 
with highly focussed vertical brands, in every 
category of business. Considerable attention 
is required to ensure that newspaper compa-
nies develop product concepts and brands that 
compete effectively against other specialists. 

In recent years, the focus of advertising sales 
operations has been on retaining revenues. Future 
focus must be on building new products and new 
customers. This requires three steps:

Tracking and retaining customer count • 
must become a key measure

Better customization of the products • 
offered

The consequential structuring, training and • 
incentivizing sales teams to sell a portfolio 
of services. 

It is not simply a case of calling everything 
convergence and hoping for the best. While the 
opportunities for diversification are great, so is the 
need for greatly improved sales organization and 
management, and measurement and reporting 
systems are vital. 

2.4 Swap Businesses and Titles

Given the current under-valuation of news-
paper companies (making publishers reluctant 
to sell) and the lack of available capital (making 
acquisitions harder to fund), publishers should 
refocus on making strategic swaps of titles where 
synergies can be achieved. This way both com-
panies realize cost and revenue benefits with 
minimum capital exposure.

2.5 Review Structure of Ownership and 
Organization

Are we nearing the time to take newspapers 
back into private hands? Should current direc-
tors and shareholders be seeking new ownership 
models which retain the role of newspapers and 
expand their value if not purely in financial terms, 
also in terms of their essential value to the com-
munities they serve?

3  Operational Developments

These are issues which the company should 
focus on in the long term. 

3.1 Outsource

One major change taking place is outsourcing 
to a separate company or in-sourcing to a central 
resource. It is likely that, in common with other 
industries, newspapers will divest many of their 
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non-core activities. 

The debate is “What is core?” As a general 
rule, the two most valued elements of our industry 
are those at the beginning and end of the value 
chain:

 
Content and creativity, which defines our • 
brand and product values.  

Relationships with our stakeholders, pri-• 
marily readers and advertisers. 

Those elements in the middle of our value 
chain - production, IT, administration - do less to 
provide competitive advantage and can be com-
moditised to a third-party solution. 

Even so, while content would be regarded as 
sacrosanct, there are newspapers that depend on 
outside suppliers for the majority of their content. 

Pre-press and editorial production must be 
seen as functions that are either redundant or 
eminently outsourceable. Some larger corpora-
tions are “insourcing” to central group operations 
that handle all editing and page creation. Others 
are outsourcing, often to third world countries. 

For larger newspaper groups there is a strong 
argument for either centralizing or outsourcing 
tele-sales. This may be for advertisers who do not 
require face to face calls. In some countries, all 
advertising sales are outsourced to separate sales 
companies.

Only the largest or most isolated newspaper 
publishers are likely to rely on their own printing 
capacities. Where local circumstances allow, pub-
lishers will either seek to outsource or to estab-
lish Joint Operating Agreements with neighboring 
newspapers, realizing that the savings to be made 
in joint production are greater than the impact on 
competitive positioning. 

The strategic realization of the change in 
production capability will be determined by two 
factors: 

When publishers realize they need to • 
invest in new equipment and therefore 

seek alternative solutions to capital 
investment. 
Where publishers seek to divest and buy • 
back printing supply in order to generate 
short-term capital and remove the long- 
term operational resource issues. 

Work with suppliers such as systems suppli-
ers on identifying alternative approaches, such as 
outsourcing to central “server farms” or encour-
aging systems manufacturers to take on aspects 
of production overseas. Accelerate savings by 
making next year’s savings this year. 

3.2 Partner and Centralization

With the current position of company valu-
ations, newspaper companies should focus on 
partnerships as a means of improving effective-
ness and cost structures in the short-term in 
order to build value in the long-term:

Further industry initiatives such as clas-• 
sified networks and national advertising 
sales partnerships must be encouraged

Leveraging the technology expertise of • 
other players, even competitors, will 
allow newspapers to focus on their core 
competencies

More Joint Operating Agreements should • 
be made regarding non-competitive activi-
ties such as printing and distribution. 

3.3 Distribution

Further improvements in efficiency and effec-
tiveness can be achieved in distribution, both in 
terms of cost reduction per distribution point and 
in distribution flexibility, in terms of ability to tailor 
distribution to specific addresses or areas by day. 

Hybrid distribution with a combination of paid 
subscription and free delivery, perhaps of a “lite” 
edition of the paper, will increasingly extend the 
newspaper audience for advertisers and introduce 
new readers to the brand.

Unread paper – in short the fact that readers 
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generally read only a quarter of the content that 
they receive – will become an issue, from both 
cost and environmental perspectives.  Tailoring 
of products and distribution will become increas-
ingly prevalent for a number of reasons:

 
Improved CRM systems will provide better • 
detail of readers’ needs

Distribution capabilities are improving • 

New technology, such as digital printing or • 
tailoring in the mail room, will be increas-
ingly cost justified. 

3.4 Systems and IT

Our industry is on the verge of a revolution in 
publishing systems. In the past, editorial systems 
have concentrated on the collection and editing 
of content; advertising systems have focused on 
advertising booking and, to a degree, customer 
relationship management; circulation systems 
have focused on copy control and order genera-
tion and cancellation.

But while all these systems are undoubtedly 
becoming more sophisticated, two factors will 
necessitate this systems revolution:

Content Diversity

Content is no longer a simple process of gath-
ering, packaging and distributing. Tomorrow’s 
newspaper content systems will have to accom-
modate a wide of range of multimedia content 
formats from a wide variety of sources.

Perhaps more important, the value of the 
content we provide is no longer tied directly to the 
container we deliver.  Content will be “atomized,” 
searched on by a variety of criteria and distributed 
out to a range of networks and destinations.  New 
systems and work flows will have to manage 
multimedia content down to its most fundamental 
level.

New Revenue Models

In parallel to this, advertising sales systems 
will need to handle the transaction between the 

buyer and seller, as much as that between the 
medium and advertiser. Both processes will 
involve a complex range of not only customer 
relationship management issues, but also privacy, 
reliability and transactive processes. 

Commercial systems must be able to execute, 
track and report on many different types of book-
ings. Currently most ad booking systems report 
on advertiser count, volumes and revenues, but 
cannot accommodate sponsorship, or digital rev-
enues, never mind events or sales promotion, in a 
meaningful, trackable process. 

3.5 Printing and Production Capacity

Printing and production will clearly be affect-
ed dramatically by the changes in the industry, 
including the anticipated declines in circulation, 
page counts and page size. 

In addition, newspapers will have to become 
more flexible to drive more “versioning” and pro-
duction of targeted print products, for both con-
sumers and advertisers.

The demand for color will continue to 
increase. U.S. newspapers are behind in the 
provision of quality color to advertisers. Printers 
will have to invest in greater color capacity and 
quality, and print stocks and color standards, both 
advanced coldset and the integration of heat set. 

Finally with some publishers considering 
reducing the number of days they publish, sched-
uling and choice of days may become an issue, 
with press capacity being released for third-party 
printing. 
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GETTING TO THE FUTURE - THE 
INDUSTRY ACTION PLAN

As well as initiatives for publishers, below are 
a number of recommendations that should be 
considered at the industry level. 

1 Confirm Industry Cover Price Issues 

Given that inflation-based pricing could add up 
to $2 billion of profit to the newspaper industry 
nationwide, some investment in research would 
appear justified. 

2 Introduce Advertiser Retention 
Initiatives

In terms of advertiser retention, a series of 
regional workshops could be offered to adver-
tising managers. Workbooks on best practices, 
targeting and key performance indicator measure-
ments can be prepared. 

3 Improve the Measurement of Newspa-
per and Digital Audiences

The industry has made great strides in improv-
ing the presentation of print and online audiences, 
but further refinement would add considerably. 

Modelling methods exist which enable • 
smaller newspapers to present credible 
readership figures, based on data from 
existing publisher research. The UK JICREG 
system provides a complete picture for 
every regional newspaper in the UK based 
on a correlation model that takes into 
account circulation, current market demo-
graphics and page counts.16 

Standardization of print and digital audi-• 
ence measurement will greatly enhance 
the argument for multi-media campaign 
planning. Newspapers need to consider 
more detailed research into sections and 
pages, while standardizing measurements, 
by position, day, etc. 

 

4 Develop the Industry’s Marketing Ser-
vices Offering 

As outlined above, attracting an incremen-
tal quarter of one percent of marketing services 
revenues a year drives an additional 38 percent of 
profits over ten years. The strategy is achievable. 
It is modest. And such actions are also compat-
ible with the objective of retaining advertisers who 
are otherwise moving their marketing budgets 
elsewhere.  Industry support can be provided at a 
number of levels:

An industry survey of where small and • 
large advertisers spend their marketing 
budgets and what services they would 
welcome at a local and national level.

A long-term program to market these • 
initiatives at an industry level. This could 
include the establishment of a national 
agency to promote local distribution or the 
creation of networks of service providers 
across the marketing spectrum that can 
realize synergies in materials, production 
and sales.

5 Launch an Industry Innovation Program

Greater emphasis should be placed on indus-
try innovation, new product development and 
diversification. The NAA already provides excellent 
communication of initiatives, through its website, 
publications, events and project groups. 

Again more detailed research on local mar-
keting expenditure could be extremely ben-
eficial in identifying new product development 
opportunities. 

6 Establish the Newspaper Industry’s 
Position in Mobile/Wireless

The mobile/wireless revolution is imminent. 
And the pure-plays like Google and Yahoo are 
already well prepared for this with both strong 
service offerings and the development of their 
own wireless networks. The newspaper indus-
try must organize itself, both in terms of nego-
tiating better data prices with the networks and 

  16Go to www.jicreg.co.uk
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establishing their own urban wireless networks.

Workshops in mobile content and advertising 
services would also be beneficial. 
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APPENDIX 1

Key Sources & References

NAA 
NAA’s Trends and Numbers section of naa.org 
provides the most detailed data source of U.S. 
newspaper industry ad volumes and revenues. 
Their extensive research also provides a wide 
range of qualitative and quantitative data on 
industry trends and values. 
http://www.naa.org/TrendsandNumbers.aspx

Inland Press Association
National Cost and Revenue Study for Daily News-
papers. Inland provides a unique benchmarking 
tool for publishers to compare their costs and 
revenues against the industry norms. iMedia’s 
analysis and use of this data suggests that there 
are very high correlations available within the data 
which can enable publishers to determine where 
the cost/revenue structures should be. 
http://www.inlandpress.org/research/
national_cost_and_revenue_study/

Veronis Suhler Stevenson
The VSS Communications Industry Forecast is 
regarded as the most authoritative source for 
comprehensive and accurate media econometric 
forecasts and trends covering all media.
http://www.vss.com/industry_research/index.asp

World Press Trends
Published by the World Association of Newspa-
pers in Paris, World Press Trends is the definitive 
guide to historical newspaper trends, markets and 
data around the world.
http://www.wan-press.org/worldpresstrends/home.php

Conference Board
The conference board has provided a range of 
financial data and forecasts to this project. 
http://www.conference-board.org/

World Bank OECD
In addition to Conference Board data, global 
comparative economic data has been drawn 

from the extensive databases of the World Bank 
and Organisation for Economic and Commercial 
Development 
http://web.worldbank.org/

http://www.oecd.org/statsportal/0,3352,en_2825_293564
_1_1_1_1_1,00.html

Advertising Forecasts
Advertising forecasts have been drawn from a 
number of sources, including WWP, the world’s 
largest communications company; McCann Erick-
son, the most respected forecasters in the U.S.; 
and Zenith Optimedia, which holds the most com-
prehensive and longest established data set in the 
world. 

We have drawn on data from the U.S.-based 
Interactive Advertising Bureau for their data on 
digital advertising trends.

We have also used data from the Direct  Mar-
keting Association to build our models of overall 
marketing expenditure. 

Financial Data
Financial data has generally been drawn from 
either an aggregation of company accounts or 
access to Yahoo or Google finances.
http://www.wpp.com/wpp/marketing/reportsstudies/

http://www.marketingcharts.com/television/magnas-
coen-revises-us-ad-spend-forecast-downward-to-2-
growth-5202/

http://www.zenithoptimedia.com/gff/

http://www.iab.net/

http://www.the-dma.org/index.php


